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rFrom: Ray Gallucci Li rt
To: ALAN.M.KOLACZKOWSKIQsac reeterJohn A
| Date:6/8/04 1027AM
Subject: RE: Re: Manual actions schedule

Cr!t

>>>F orester, John A <jafores~sandia.gov> 06102/04 09:52AM >>>
Ray,

I heard back from Jim, Peter, and Gareth and made a few changes per their
recommendations. I also made your recommended changes. Mike also made some

* I clarifications from your question, but apparently he had no other comments.
Thus, it Is ready/to go as far as I am concerned - we have just been waiting
on the panel to send any comments. I have nor heard back from Mardy or! ̂  Rebecca.

Gareth also recommended that for the "final version' we "expand the-
conclusions section to specifically address what the licensee should Include
In the demonstration, and how to calculate TV.' This Is something Alan and
I are still working on and it will probably not be ready uritil next week
sometime.

I have attached the most current version. If you want to call it final, that
Is fine with me. What Gareth wanted us to add will be In the reg. guide and
If we decide to Include this summary write-up or some version of It in the
reg. guide, we can make the additions then.

Let me know, John

P.S. Do we need a formal cover sheet of some sort?

---Original Message----
From: Ray Gallucci Fmailto:RHG @ nrc.aovl
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2004 6:22 AM
To: Erasmia Lois; ALAN.M.KOLACZKOWSKI@saic.com; lafores @sandia.pov Lv $
Cc: Alex Klein
Subject: Fwd: Re: Manual actions schedule
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CC: Alex Klein; David Diec; Gareth Parry; James Bongarra; a \
Mardy.Kazarians~kazarians.com; Michael Junge; Peter Koltay; Rebecca Nease; SunilWeerakkody


